SMI offers the **widest capabilities** of any **specialty component fabricator** in the world, including:

**Key Products**

- Rapid component prototyping
- Precision rotary die cutting and lamination
- Flat stamp cutting of parts from small and intricate to heavy duty
- Water-jet cutting - common lines, no concavity
- Knife cutting
- Slitting and lamination of adhesives, foams, foils, films, elastomers, high temp composite and more
- Custom molded rubber and extrusions
- Private labeling, assembly, packaging and fulfillment
- Foam-In-Place Gasketing (FIP)

[www.sealmethodsinc.com](http://www.sealmethodsinc.com)
Seal Methods Inc (SMI) a leading manufacturer of gaskets, seals, tapes and precision die cuts, was founded in 1974. In our 45 year history, we have evolved with markets and are a leader in fabricated components for multiple industries. This includes OEM Automotive, High Performance Aftermarket, Energy, Electric Vehicle, Industrial, Medical, Transportation, Construction and so much more. With this longevity, we have aligned ourselves with the finest raw material manufacturers through global sourcing. We are able to gather materials for the best balance of price and performance for your application.

**SMI manufactures custom designed shapes for:**
- Sealing
- Vibration
- Gasketing
- Cushioning
- Bonding
- Insulating
- Surface Protection
- Venting
- Packaging
- Shielding
- NVH / BSR
- Custom Application’s
- Fire Block
- Thermal Management
- EMI / RFI Shielding

**Fabrication Capabilities:**
- Rapid Prototypes with laser, water-jet and reciprocating knife cutting technologies
- Multi-layer lamination with precision registered die-cutting
- High speed rotary cutting
- Molded & extruded components
- Automated flatbed cutting & laser cutting
- CNC controlled water-jet and knife cutting
- Heat sealing, vulcanizing, rewind slitting, roll slitting
- Custom assembly, packaging and kitting
- Foam in place (FIP)

**Materials**
- Foams
- Metal Foils
- Films
- Fabrics
- Ceramics
- Cork
- Phenolics
- Solid Elastomer
- Gasket Materials
- Plastics
- Felts
- Adhesives
- Composites
- Other specialty materials

**CONTACT US 800.423.4777**